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Abstract: Lower limb discrepancy and angular deformities are among the most common orthopedic
problems in pediatrics. All methods for correction of these deformities are irreversible and the
epiphyseal growth plate is arrested. Current study describes a new reversible method of
epiphysiodesis. At the first step, we decided to examine angular deformity of the knee. Seven New
Zealand white female rabbits with three-week-old age were selected for this study and used a
technique of tension band wiring for home epiphysiodesis in the distal of right femur of rabbits. Then
comparisons were between operating lower limb as case group and non operated limbs as control
group Angular deformity rates had a statistical significant difference between two group p<0.0001. No
pathological changes appeared in growth plate in two groups grossly and microscopically. Finding of
study revealed that the ability of this technique will have potential in treating angular deformities
without jeopardizing the future growth potential of the physis.
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INTRODUCTION
Leg length discrepancy and angular deformities are
common orthopedic problems in children. Several
methods like epiphysiodesis, epiphyseal stapling,
Phemister technique and percutaneous cauterization or
drilling are used to correct these conditions[3, 5, 8, 9].
These methods not only have many complications but
also achieve permanent complete closure of the growth
plates and arrest it[4, 6, 7, 11-14].
However orthopedic surgeons like to correct the
lower limb discrepancy or angular deformities with the
minimum of complication and maximum of efficacy.
The aim of this study was to describe a new technique
for treatment of lower limb discrepancy or angular
deformities that physeal growth plate rate was under
control of the surgeon. At the first, we examined this
method for temporary cessation of growth in knee
angular deformities in Rabbit model.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Seven New Zealand white female rabbits threeweek-old age, were selected for this study. All rabbits

were following up birthday and everything about
animal was recorded on an identification sheet for each.
At the first step, we decided to produce angular
deformity of the knee thus distal of femur was chosen
because of relatively larger and facilitated for surgical
manipulation.
Standardized radiography in AP view from both
lower limbs of all rabbits in one plate was taken before
the first surgical procedure. Then operating place
shaved and animals anesthetized by 90mg kg1
Ketamine Hydrochloride (Gedeon - Reishter - LTP Hungery) and 10mg kg1 Xylazine Hydrochloride 5%
(Bayer Co.-Germany). After prepped and draped under
general anesthesia and lateral skin incision, 2-cm in
length, knee joint by mini arthrotomy was exposed. A
sterilized pin with a small hole at its end entered to
epiphysis from lateral to medial. Theoretically, a set
which composed of a thin tube with two parallel pins in
one side and one screw on the other side can be placed
one centimeter above the growth plate by passing the
pins lateral to medial of metaphysics These two parts
are connected by a piece of number 20 wire by passing
through the hole of lower pin and the tunnel of the
upper set (Fig. 1).
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ANOVA were performed to assess the significance of
changes across the three weeks (4th,8th,12th) with P
values less than 0.05. For paired comparisons between
operating and intact knees, paired t test was used
P<0.01 were considered significant.
RESULTS

Fig. 1: Schematic Illustration of this New Reversible
Epiphysiodesis

Rate of angulations was measured at 4, 8 and 12
weeks of study repeatedly and repeated measurement of
ANOVA showed a statistical significant difference
between them F=103.307, P<0.0001. In comparison of
operated and non-operated group in each week
separately significant statistical difference was seen in
eighth and twelfth weeks only (Table 1).
Pathology reports were equal to in both groups. In
one of the cases and controls respectively there was a
loss of columnar arrangement and fibrosis
microscopically. A zone of Ranvier was intact in all
observed sections. Microscopic thickness in operating
group was 0.33±0.13 mm (mean±SD) and in nonoperated group was 0.33±0.09 mm that wasn't
statistically different (P=0. 84).

In this study, we use a bend pin instead of proximal
set and wire turned around it for tightening and opens it
for loosening. The wire has a knot in its end near the
epiphyseal pin. Two Cm. The extra length of this wire
was coated with thigh soft tissue. By tightening of the
screw, predictable growth would be stopped and by
loosening, growth restarted again.
An incision was sutured by 4/0 nylon. No need for
post-operative immobilization. For prevention of post
DISCUSSION
surgical infection 5mg kg1 Oxytetracyclin (Darou
pakhsh Ltd-IRAN) was injected intramuscularly for 5
Angular deformities around the knee are common
days. At two week period in six intervals intermittently
in children and various methods have been described to
screw was making tight and loose by local anesthesia.
address them, including partial arrest of growth (hemi
So that, after first two weeks of tightening, there were
epiphysiodesis)[3, 5, 8, 9, 11, 13]. Phemister first described a
two weeks of loosening. At the end of, 4th, 8th and
method of epiphysiodesis by bone grafting across the
week angle between femur and tibia was measured on
growth plate[4, 7, 10, 11, 14]. Recent modifications include
the radiograph. In two cases distal pin and wire were
percutaneous techniques without bone graft[7]. They are
embedded in bone. At the end of follow up (after 12
fairly successful in achieving complete growth arrest.
weeks) under general anesthesia, thigh and leg bones
Stapling is known as a reversible method of physeal
with knees were removed and angle of the knee joint in
growth arrest in literature[4, 7, 11, 12]. However, the
both extremities was measured.
resumption of growth after removal of staples has been
The angles in each step were recorded on
unpredictable[12] and it is essential to predict growth
identification sheet. Then both lower extremities
inhibition percentage in at least one-year periods.
referred to the pathology department in 10% formalin
Therefore, suitable age for this operation is near
solution for evaluation of growth plate microscopic
skeletal maturity[2, 3, 7, 14].
characteristics. In pathology laboratory, the specimens
Ross and Zions compared three methods of
were placed in 10% Nitric solution for decalcification.
inhibiting physical growth in a rabbit model. They
A 3mm section slice from transcondylar region and the
concluded that the growth inhibition rate is higher with
underling physeal plate was prepared. Processing by
Phemister technique (8.8%) than stapling (8%) and
automated tissue processor-Paraffin embedding and
percutaneous technique (6.2%)[11]. These investigators
preparation of 5 micrometer slices by microtome- were
did not comment on resumption of growth after any of
the next step. Hematoxylin and eosin and Safranin O
these procedures. Stapling is often credited with least
stain were used for staining. Each specimen was
damage to the growth plate thus assuring growth of the
examined for evidence of physeal closure. After
physician after removal. Blount and Clarke, in their
preparing of several sections of physics, the pathologist
series of thirteen children did not report a single case of
reported averaged microscopic thickness and
growth failure[12]. However, others did not reproduce
microscopic columnar feature, fibrosis, hyalinization,
this, either in humans or animals. Failure of metal
necrosis and inflammation of the growth plate. The
staple and occasional arrests of whole physics when
thickness of physeal plate was measured with an ocular
stapling was carried out for hemi epiphysiodesis were
micrometer in five different regions.
also reported[1-3, 5, 9, 13, 14]. In spite of these drawbacks,
Data were analyzed using SPSS software (version
11.5, SPSS Inc, Chicago<IL). Repeated measures
stapling continues to be popular.
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Table 1: Mean Difference of Angulations in Different Time
P value
Standard deviation Mean difference between operated and non-operated
T=2. 117, P=0. 08
5.2
4.5
T=2. 241, P=0. 001
6.1
18.2
T=2. 582, P=0. 001
9.5
29.7
In our study, we describe a method, which achieves
growth inhibition by a tension band effect on the side of
surgery. It is effective in achieving predictable growth
inhibition on the side of surgery as is evident from
progressive angular deformity.
Histopathology studies consistently demonstrated
viable, healthy physical plate except in one case where
loss of columnar arrangement was noted.
We conclude that the technique described in this
study promises to be least damaging to the physis in a
rabbit model and because the cause for growth
inhibition is a wire anchored securely in metaphysics
and epiphysis there is no chance for failure.
Furthermore, it can be used in early age and put in place
for a long time in the loose position after full correction
and if necessary tightens it again. Further studies are
planned to assess its efficacy in higher mammals
(sheep) and in clinical practice.
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